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Abstract. Outermost-needed rewriting/narrowing is a sound and com-
plete optimal demand-driven strategy for the class of inductively se-
quential constructor systems. Its parallel extension, known as weakly,
deals with non-inductively sequential constructor systems. Recently, re-
finements of (weakly) outermost-needed rewriting and narrowing have
been obtained. These new strategies are called natural rewriting and
natural narrowing, respectively, and incorporate a better treatment of
demandedness. In this paper, we address the problem of how to imple-
ment natural rewriting and narrowing efficiently by using a refinement of
the notion of definitional tree, which we call matching definitional tree.
We also show how to compile natural rewriting and narrowing to Prolog
and provide some promising experimental results.

1 Introduction

A challenging problem in modern programming languages is the discovery of
sound and complete evaluation strategies which are ‘optimal’ w.r.t. some effi-
ciency criterion (typically the number of evaluation steps and the avoidance of
infinite, failing or redundant derivations) and which are easily implementable.

A sound and complete rewrite strategy for the class of inductively sequential
constructor systems (CSs) is outermost-needed rewriting [3]. The extension to
narrowing is called outermost-needed narrowing (or needed narrowing) [5]. Intu-
itively, a left-linear CS is inductively sequential if there exists some branching
selection structure that is inherent to the rules. The optimality properties as-
sociated to inductively sequential CSs explain why outermost-needed narrowing
has become useful in functional logic programming as the functional logic coun-
terpart of Huet and Lévy’s strongly needed reduction [13]. Weakly outermost-
needed rewriting [4] is defined for non-inductively sequential CSs. Its extension
to narrowing is called weakly outermost-needed narrowing [4] and is considered
as the functional logic counterpart of Sekar and Ramakrishnan’s parallel needed
reduction [15].

Whereas outermost-needed rewriting and narrowing are optimal w.r.t. to
inductively sequential CSs, weakly outermost-needed rewriting and narrowing
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do not work appropriately on non-inductively sequential CSs, as shown by the
following example.

Example 1. Consider Berry’s program [15] where T and F are constructor sym-
bols and X is a variable:
B(T,F,X) = T B(F,X,T) = T B(X,T,F) = T

This CS is not inductively sequential since there is no branching selection struc-
ture in the rules. However, although the CS is not inductively sequential, some
terms can still be reduced sequentially, where ‘to be reduced sequentially’ is
understood as the property of reducing only positions that are unavoidable (or
“needed”) when attempting to obtain a normal form (see [13]). For instance, the
term B(B(T,F,T),B(F,T,T),F) has a unique ‘optimal’ rewrite sequence which
achieves its associated normal form T

B(B(T,F,T),B(F,T,T),F) → B(B(T,F,T),T,F) → T

However, weakly outermost-needed rewriting is not optimal since, besides the
previous optimal sequence, the sequence
B(B(T,F,T),B(F,T,T),F) → B(T,B(F,T,T),F) → B(T,T,F) → T

is also obtained. The reason is that weakly outermost-needed rewriting parti-
tions the CS into the inductively sequential subsets R1 = {B(X,T,F) = T} and
R2 = {B(T,F,X) = T, B(F,X,T) = T} in such a way that the first step of the
former (optimal) rewriting sequence is obtained w.r.t. subset R1 whereas the
first (useless) step of the latter rewriting sequence is obtained w.r.t. subset R2.
Note that the problem also occurs in weakly outermost-needed narrowing. For
instance, term B(X,B(F,T,T),F) has the optimal narrowing sequence
B(X,B(F,T,T),F) ;id B(X,T,F) ;id T

whereas weakly outermost-needed narrowing also produces the following non-
optimal (due to the unnecessary substitution {X 7→ T}) narrowing sequence
B(X,B(F,T,T),F) ;{X7→T} B(T,T,F) ;id T

On the other hand, outermost-needed rewriting and narrowing are optimal
for inductively sequential CSs only when non-failing input terms are considered,
i.e. terms which can be reduced or narrowed to a constructor head-normal form.
Hence, some refinement is still possible for failing input terms.

Modern (multiparadigm) programming languages apply computational strate-
gies which are based on some notion of demandness of a position in a term by a
rule (see [7]). Programs in these languages are commonly modeled by left-linear
CSs, and computational strategies take advantage of this constructor condition
(see [2,14]).

Example 2. Consider the following TRS borrowed from [8] defining the symbol
÷, which encodes the division function between natural numbers.
0 ÷ s(N) = 0 M − 0 = M
s(M) ÷ s(N) = s((M−N)÷s(N)) s(M) − s(N) = M−N
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Consider the term t = 10!÷0, which is a (non-constructor) head-normal form.
Outermost-needed rewriting forces1 the reduction of the first argument and eval-
uates 10!, which is useless. The reason is that outermost-needed rewriting uses
a data structure called definitional tree which encodes the branching selection
structure existing in the rules without testing whether the rules associated to
each branch could ever be matched to the term or not. A similar problem oc-
curs when narrowing the term X ÷ 0, since variable X is instantiated to 0 or s.
However, neither instantiation is really necessary.

In [9], we proposed a solution to these two problems, namely the non-optimal
evaluation for non-inductively sequential programs and the unnecessary evalu-
ation in failing terms, which is based on a suitable extension of the demand-
edness notion associated to weakly outermost-needed rewriting and narrowing.
The new strategies are called natural rewriting and natural narrowing, respec-
tively. Our strategies incorporate a better treatment of demandedness and enjoy
good computational properties; in particular, we show how to use them for com-
puting (head-)normal forms and we prove they are conservative w.r.t. (weakly)
outermost-needed rewriting and (weakly) outermost-needed narrowing. More-
over, we defined a new class of CSs called inductively sequential preserving where
natural rewriting and narrowing preserve optimality for sequential parts of the
program. This new class of CSs is based on the extension of the notion of induc-
tive sequentiality from defined function symbols to terms and is larger than the
class of inductively sequential CSs.

In this paper, we address how to implement natural rewriting and natural
narrowing efficiently. After some preliminaries in Section 2, in Section 3, we
provide a generalization of the notion of definitional tree, which we call matching
definitional tree. In Section 4, we present how to reproduce natural rewriting and
natural narrowing by traversing matching definitional trees. In Section 5, we
show that it is possible to implement natural rewriting and narrowing efficiently
by compiling to Prolog. Finally, Section 6 presents our conclusions.

2 Preliminaries

We assume some familiarity with term rewriting (see [16] for missing definitions)
and narrowing (see [10] for missing definitions). Let R ⊆ A × A be a binary
relation on a set A. We denote the reflexive closure of R by R=, its transitive
closure by R+, and its reflexive and transitive closure by R∗. An element a ∈ A
is an R-normal form, if there exists no b such that a R b. We say that b is an
R-normal form of a (written a R! b), if b is an R-normal form and a R∗b.

Throughout the paper, X denotes a countable set of variables {x, y, . . .} and
F denotes a many-sorted signature, i.e. a set of function symbols {f, g, . . .}
grouped into sorts. We denote the set of terms built from F and X by T (F ,X ).
A k-tuple t1, . . . , tk of terms is written t. A term is said to be linear if it has
1 Note that this behavior is independent of the fact that two possible definitional trees

exist for symbol ÷ (see [9, Example 21]).
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no multiple occurrences of a single variable. Let Subst(T (F ,X )) denote the set
of substitutions. We denote by id the “identity” substitution: id(x) = x for all
x ∈ X . Terms are ordered by the preorder ≤ of “relative generality”, i.e. s ≤ t
if there exists σ s.t. σ(s) = t. Term t is a variant of s if t ≤ s and s ≤ t. A
most general unifier (mgu) of t, s is a unifier σ such that for each unifier σ′ of
t, s there exists θ such that σ′ = θ ◦ σ.

By Pos(t) we denote the set of positions of a term t. Given a set S ⊆ F ∪X ,
PosS(t) denotes positions in t where symbols in S occur. We denote the root
position by Λ. Given positions p, q, we denote its concatenation as p.q. Positions
are ordered by the standard prefix ordering ≤. The subterm at position p of t is
denoted as t|p, and t[s]p is the term t with the subterm at position p replaced
by s. The symbol labeling the root of t is denoted as root(t).

A rewrite rule is an ordered pair (l, r), written l → r, with l, r ∈ T (F ,X ) and
l 6∈ X . The left-hand side (lhs) of the rule is l and the right-hand side (rhs) of
the rule is r. A TRS is a pair R = (F , R) where R is a set of rewrite rules. L(R)
denotes the set of lhs’s ofR. A TRSR is left-linear if for all l ∈ L(R), l is a linear
term. Given R = (F , R), we take F as the disjoint union F = C ] D of symbols
c ∈ C, called constructors and symbols f ∈ D, called defined functions, where
D = {root(l) | l → r ∈ R} and C = F − D. A pattern is a term f(l1, . . . , lk)
where f ∈ D and li ∈ T (C,X ), for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. A TRS R = (C ] D, R) is a
constructor system (CS) if all lhs’s are patterns. A term t ∈ T (F ,X ) rewrites to
s (at position p), written t

p→l→r s (or just t → s), if t|p = σ(l) and s = t[σ(r)]p,
for some rule l → r ∈ R, p ∈ Pos(t) and substitution σ. The subterm σ(l) in
t is called a redex. On the other hand, a term t ∈ T (F ,X ) narrows to s (at
position p with substitution σ), written t ;{p,σ,l→r} s (or just t ;σ s) if p is a
non-variable position in t and σ(t)

p→l→r s. A term t is a head-normal form (or
root-stable) if it cannot be reduced to a redex.

3 Matching Definitional Trees

In order to efficiently implement natural rewriting and narrowing, we must in-
tegrate the demandedness notion of natural rewriting and narrowing [9] into a
statically built structure, as happens in weakly outermost-needed rewriting and
narrowing which use definitional trees [3]. Thus, we define matching definitional
trees. First, we recall the definition of a (generalized) definitional tree.

Definition 1. [4] T is a generalized definitional tree, or gdt, with pattern π iff
one of the following cases holds:

T = branch(π, o, T1, . . . , Tk) where π is a pattern, o is the occurrence (called in-
ductive) of a variable of π, the sort of π|o has different constructors c1, . . . , ck

for k > 0, and for all i in {1, . . . , k}, Ti is a gdt with pattern π[ci(x)]o, where
x are new distinct variables.

T = leaf(π, l → r) where π is a pattern and l → r is a rule such that π and l
are variants.

T = or(T1, . . . , Tk) where k > 1 and each Ti is a gdt with pattern π.
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M ÷ N

↙ ↘
0÷ N s(M’)÷ N

↓ ↓
0÷ s(N’) s(M’)÷ s(N’)

M÷ N

↓
M ÷ s(N’)

↙ ↘
0÷ s(N’) s(M’)÷ s(N’)

Definitional tree (a) Definitional tree (b)

Fig. 1. The two possible definitional trees for the symbol ÷
B(X,Y,Z)

↓
B(X,T,Z)

↓
B(X,T,F)

B(X,Y,Z)

↙ ↘
B(T,Y,Z) B(F,Y,Z)

↓ ↓
B(T,F,Z) B(F,Y,T)

Fig. 2. A partition of definitional trees for the symbol B

A definitional tree is a generalized definitional tree without or -nodes. A par-
allel definitional tree is a generalized definitional tree where only one or -node
is allowed at the top of the tree. A defined symbol f is called inductively se-
quential if there exists a definitional tree T with pattern f(x1, . . . , xk) (where
x1, . . . , xk are different variables) whose leaves contain all and only the rules
defining f . In this case, we say that T is a definitional tree for f , denoted as
Tf . A left-linear CS R is inductively sequential if all its defined function symbols
are inductively sequential. It is often convenient and simplifies understanding
to provide a graphical representation of definitional trees as a tree of patterns
where the inductive position in branch-nodes is surrounded by a box [3].

Example 3. The symbol ÷ in Example 2 is inductively sequential since there
exists a definitional tree for pattern M÷ N. Figure 1 shows the two possible defi-
nitional trees.

When a function symbol is not inductively sequential, a parallel definitional
tree, instead of a definitional tree, is obtained. The graphical representation of
a parallel definitional tree corresponds to a set of definitional trees.

Example 4. The symbol B in Example 1 is non-inductively sequential, since a
rule partition that splits its rules into subsets that are inductively sequential is
necessary. Figure 2 shows a parallel definitional tree for symbol B.

Definitional trees are used by (weakly) outermost-needed rewriting and nar-
rowing as a finite state automaton to compute the demanded positions to be
reduced (in line with [13,15]). However, definitional trees merge two different
processes: the pattern matching process and the evaluation process through de-
manded positions. These two processes coincide in the case of inductively sequen-
tial and non-failing terms because the evaluation sequence corresponds to the
pattern matching sequence, but do not coincide for non-inductively sequential
or failing terms where the pattern matching process may determine a (possi-
bly better) evaluation sequence (as shown in Examples 1 and 2). We define a
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M ÷ N

↙ ↓
0÷ N s(M’)÷ N

↙ ↓
0÷ s(N’) s(M’)÷ s(N’)

↘
M ÷ s(N’)

↓ ↘
0÷ s(N’) s(M’)÷ s(N’)

Fig. 3. A matching definitional tree for symbol ÷

»»»»9 ³³³³)
XXXXzXXXXXz

X ∨ Y

True∨ Y False∨ Y X∨ True X ∨ False

↙ ↘
True∨ Y True∨ Y

↓
True∨ True

↙ ↘
False∨ Y False∨ Y

↓
False∨ True

↙ ↘
X∨ True X ∨ True

↙ ↘
True∨ True False∨ True

↙ ↘
True∨ False False∨ False

Fig. 4. A matching definitional tree for symbol ∨

matching definitional tree as a definitional tree where more than one inductive
position is allowed for branch-nodes.

Definition 2. T is a matching definitional tree, or mdt, with pattern π iff one
of the following cases holds:

T = branch(π, (o1, T 1
1 , . . . , T 1

k1
), . . . , (on, T n

1 , . . . , T n
kn

)) where π is a pattern,
o1, . . . , on with n > 0 are occurrences of variables of π, the sort of π|oi

has different constructors ci
1, . . . , c

i
ki

for i in {1, . . . , n} and ki > 0, and for
all j in {1, . . . , ki}, T i

j is a mdt with pattern π[ci
j(x)]oi , where x are new

distinct variables.
T = leaf(π, l → r) where π is a pattern and l → r is a rule such that l ≤ π.
T = or(T1, . . . , Tk) where k > 1 and each Ti is a mdt with pattern π.

For each defined symbol f in a left-linear CS, we can build a matching definitional
tree T with pattern f(x1, . . . , xk) (where x1, . . . , xk are different variables) whose
leaves contain all and only the rules defining f . The graphical representation is
similar to that of a definitional tree with the difference that it is possible to have
more than one inductive position in branch-nodes and or-nodes are identified as
nodes which do not have any boxed position. We denote branch-nodes that have
only one position o as simply branch(π, o, T1, . . . , Tk) (as happens in gdt’s).

Example 5. Figure 3 represents the following2 matching definitional tree which
could be associated to the symbol ÷ in Example 2:

branch(M÷ N, (1, branch(0÷ N, 2, leaf(0÷ s(N’))),
branch(s(M’)÷ N, 2, leaf(s(M’)÷ s(N’))),

(2, branch(M÷ s(N’), 1, leaf(0÷ s(N’)),
leaf(s(M’)÷ s(N’)))))

2 In this paper, we often omit the rule in a leaf node for simplicity.
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M 6 N

↙ ↘
06 N s(M’)6 N

↙ ↘
s(M’)6 0 s(M’)6 s(N’)

Fig. 5. The definitional tree and matching definitional tree for symbol 6

Example 6. Consider the following parallel-or TRS from [9]:
True ∨ X = True X ∨ True = True False ∨ X = X

Figure 4 denotes the following mdt associated to the symbol ∨:

branch(X ∨ Y, (1, or(leaf(True ∨ Y),
branch(True ∨ Y, 2, leaf(True ∨ True))),

or(leaf(False ∨ Y),
branch(False ∨ Y, 2, leaf(False ∨ True)))),

(2, or(leaf(X ∨ True),
branch(X ∨ True, 1, leaf(True ∨ True),

leaf(False ∨ True))),
branch(X ∨ False, 1, leaf(True ∨ False),

leaf(False ∨ False)))),

Note that every definitional tree is also a matching definitional tree.

Example 7. Consider the following defined symbol 6, which is an example com-
monly used to refer to definitional trees [5]:
0 6 N = True s(M) 6 0 = False s(M) 6 s(N) = M 6 N

Since this symbol has only one possible definitional tree (instead of symbol ÷
of Example 2 which has two), the associated definitional tree of Figure 5 corre-
sponds to its matching definitional tree:

branch(M 6 N, 1, leaf(0 6 N),
branch(s(M’) 6 N, 2, leaf(s(M’) 6 0), leaf(s(M’) 6 s(N’))))

4 Evaluation through matching definitional trees

In inductively sequential left-linear CSs, the order of evaluation is determined
by a mapping ϕ which implements the strategy by traversing definitional trees
as a finite state automaton, in order to compute the demanded positions to be
reduced [3].

In order to implement natural rewriting efficiently, we define a mapping mt
which traverses a matching definitional tree as a pattern matching finite state
automaton and returns the set of demanded positions associated to a concrete
branch-node if all its inductive positions are rooted by non-constructor symbols.
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Definition 3. The function mt takes two arguments: an operation-rooted term,
t, and a mdt, T , such that pattern(T ) and t unify. The function mt yields a set
of tuples of the form (p,R), where p is a position of t, and R is a rule l → r of
R. The function mt is defined as follows:

mt(t, T ) 3





(Λ, R) if T = leaf(π,R);

(p,R) if T = or(T1, . . . , Tk) and (p,R) ∈ mt(t, Ti) for some i;

(p,R) if T = branch(π, (o1, T 1
1 , . . . , T 1

k1
), . . . , (on, T n

1 , . . . , T n
kn

)),
root(t|oi

) ∈ C for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, pattern(T i
j ) ≤ t

for some 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, and (p,R) ∈ mt(t, T i
j );

(oi.p, R) if T = branch(π, (o1, T 1
1 , . . . , T 1

k1
), . . . , (on, T n

1 , . . . , T n
kn

)),
root(t|oi

) ∈ D for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
and (p,R) ∈ mt(t|oi , Troot(t|oi

)) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Example 8. Consider the TRS and term t = 10!÷ 0 in Example 2 together
with the matching definitional tree T÷ in Example 5 (and Figure 3). We have
mt(t, T÷) = ∅ since the two inductive positions of the topmost branch-node
are not operation-rooted and no subtree can be selected: the two first subtrees
because position 1 is operation-rooted and the third one because it needs an s
constructor symbol at position 2, instead of 0.

Outermost-needed narrowing is determined by a mapping λ which imple-
ments the strategy by traversing definitional trees [5]. Here, we define a mapping
mnt which extends mt to narrowing as λ extends ϕ.

Definition 4. The function mnt takes two arguments: an operation-rooted term,
t, and a mdt, T , such that pattern(T ) and t unify. The function mnt yields a
set of triples of the form (p,R, σ), where p is a position of t, R is a rule l → r
of R, and σ is a unifier of pattern(T ) and t. The function mnt is defined as
follows:

mnt(t, T ) 3





(Λ, R, σ) if T= leaf(π, R) and σ = mgu(π, t);

(p,R, σ) if T=or(T1, . . . , Tk) and (p, R, σ)∈mnt(t,Ti) for some i;

(p,R, σ) if T=branch(π, (o1, T 1
1 , . . . , T 1

k1
), . . . , (on, T n

1 , . . . , T n
kn

)),
root(t|oi) ∈ C for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, pattern(T i

j ) ≤ t
for some 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, and (p,R, σ) ∈ mnt(t, T i

j );

(oi.p, R, σ) if T=branch(π, (o1, T 1
1 , . . . , T 1

k1
), . . . , (on, T n

1 , . . . , T n
kn

)),
root(t|oi) 6∈ C for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, root(t|oi) ∈ D for
some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and (p,R, σ) ∈ mnt(t|oi , Troot(t|oi

));

(p,R, θ◦σ) if T=branch(π, (o1, T 1
1 , . . . , T 1

k1
), . . . , (on, T n

1 , . . . , T n
kn

)),
root(t|oi) 6∈ C for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, t|oi ∈ X for some
1 ≤ i ≤ n, θ = mgu(t, pattern(T i

j )) for some
1 ≤ j ≤ ki, and (p,R, σ) ∈ mnt(θ(t), T i

j ).
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»»»9 »»»9 »»»9 XXXz XXXz XXXz
B(X,Y,Z)

B(T,Y,Z) B(F,Y,Z) B(X,T,Z) B(X,F,Z) B(X,Y,T) B(X,Y,F)
↙ ↘

B(T,T,Z)B(T,F,Z)
↓

B(T,T,F)

↙ ↘
B(F,Y,T)B(F,Y,F)

↓
B(F,T,F)

↙ ↘
B(X,T,T)B(X,T,F)

↓
B(F,T,T)

↙ ↘
B(T,F,Z)B(F,F,Z)

↓
B(F,F,T)

↙ ↘
B(T,Y,T)B(F,Y,T)

↓
B(T,F,T)

↙ ↘
B(X,T,F)B(X,F,F)

↓
B(T,F,F)

Fig. 6. A matching definitional tree for symbol B

Example 9. Consider the TRS and term t = B(X,B(F,T,T),F) in Example 1.
The mdt TB is depicted in Figure 6. Then, although the rule B(F,X,T)=T ap-
pears four times in TB, we have mnt(t, TB) = {(2, B(F,X,T)=T, id)} since only the
rightmost branch associated to inductive position 3 and constructor symbol F at
the third argument is selected.

It is worth noting that Definitions 3 and 4 boil down to outermost-needed
rewriting [3] and outermost-needed narrowing [5], respectively, when definitional
trees are considered (i.e. matching definitional trees where each branch-node has
only one inductive position and no or-node is included).

In the following, we prove that natural rewriting and natural narrowing can
be appropriately reproduced by using Definitions 3 and 4 and matching defini-
tional trees.

4.1 Natural rewriting

In [9], we provided a suitable refinement of the demandedness notion associated
to outermost-needed rewriting which uses some basic definitions from the on-
demand evaluation presented in [1], dealing with syntactic strategy annotations.

Definition 5. [1] Given t, l ∈ T (F ,X ), we let Pos 6=(t, l) = minimal≤({p ∈
Pos(t) ∩ PosF (l) | root(l|p) 6= root(t|p)}).
Definition 6. [1] We define the set of demanded positions of term t ∈ T (F ,X )
w.r.t. l ∈ T (F ,X ) (a lhs of a rule defining root(t)), i.e. the set of (positions of)
maximal disagreeing subterms as:

DPl(t) =
{Pos 6=(t, l) if Pos 6=(t, l) ∩ PosC(t) = ∅
∅ otherwise

Example 10. Consider again Example 1 and terms t = B(B(T,F,T),B(F,T,T),F)
and t′ = B(X,B(F,T,T),F). We have (identically for t′): DPB(T,F,X)(t) = {1, 2},
DPB(F,X,T)(t) = ∅, and DPB(X,T,F)(t) = {2}.
Note that the restriction of disagreeing positions to positions with non-constructor
symbols (defined symbols in the case of rewriting) disables the evaluation of sub-
terms which could never help to produce a redex (see [1,2,14]).

In [7], Antoy and Lucas showed that modern functional (logic) languages
include evaluation strategies that consider elaborated definitions of ‘demanded-
ness’ which are, in fact, related. They introduced the informal idea that some
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rewriting strategies select ‘popular’ demanded positions over the available set.
In [9], we formalized a notion of popularity of demanded positions which makes
the difference by counting the number of times a position is demanded by some
rule, and then selects the most (frequently) demanded positions covering all
eventually applicable rules.

Definition 7. [9] We define the multiset of demanded positions of a term t ∈
T (F ,X ) w.r.t. TRS R as DPR(t) = ⊕{DPl(t) | l → r ∈ R ∧ root(t) = root(l)}
where M1 ⊕M2 is the union of multisets M1 and M2.

Example 11. Continuing Example 10, we have DPR(t) = DPR(t′) = {1, 2, 2}.
Definition 8 (Demanded positions). [9] We define the set of demanded po-
sitions of a term t ∈ T (F ,X ) w.r.t. TRS R as

DPm
R (t) = {p ∈ DPR(t) | ∃l ∈ L(R).p ∈ DPl(t) and

∀q ∈ DPR(t) : p <DPR(t) q ⇒ l|q ∈ X}
where x <M y denotes that the number of occurrences of x in the multiset M is
less than the number of occurrences of y.

Example 12. Continuing Example 11, we have DPm
R (t) = DPm

R (t′) = {2} since
even though position 1 is demanded, the redex at position 2 is the most frequently
demanded.

Example 13. Consider the TRS R of Example 6 and the term
t = (True ∨ False) ∨ (True ∨ False). We have DPm

R (t) = {1, 2} since po-
sition 1 alone does not cover the rule X ∨ True = True.

The following definition establishes the strategy used in natural rewriting for
selecting demanded positions.

Definition 9 (Natural rewriting). [9] Given a term t ∈ T (F ,X ) and a TRS
R, m(t) is defined as the smallest set satisfying

m(t) 3
{

(Λ, l → r) if l → r ∈ R and l ≤ t
(p.q, l → r) if p ∈ DPm

R (t) and (q, l → r) ∈ m(t|p)
We consider m simply as a function returning positions if the rules selected
for reduction are not relevant or they are clear from the context. We say term
t reduces by natural rewriting to term s, denoted by t

m→{p,l→r} s (or simply

t
m→ s) if (p, l → r) ∈ m(t).

Example 14. Continuing Example 12, we have m(t) = {2} and the only possible
natural rewriting step is: B(B(T,F,T),B(F,T,T),F) m→ B(B(T,F,T),T,F)

Example 15. Continuing Example 13, it is clear that m(t) = {1, 2} and, thus,
there exist two possible natural rewriting steps:
(True ∨ False) ∨ (True ∨ False)

m→ True ∨ (True ∨ False)

(True ∨ False) ∨ (True ∨ False)
m→ (True ∨ False) ∨ True

10



Now, we prove that natural rewriting is appropriately reproduced by using
matching definitional trees and Definition 3. First, we give a class of matching
definitional trees, called safe matching definitional trees, where the inductive
positions of a branch-node correspond to the demanded positions obtained by
the operator DPm

R . In the following, we denote the set of rules appearing at
leaves of a tree as leaves(T ). Similarly, given a TRS R, we denote the set of
rules which are instantiations of a pattern π as rulesR(π) = {l → r ∈ R | π ≤ l}.
A mdt T is called total if it contains all and only the rules eventually applicable
to the pattern of T (i.e. rulesR(pattern(T )) = leaves(T )).

Definition 10. Let R = (F , R) be a left-linear CS and T be a matching def-
initional tree for symbol f ∈ D with pattern π. We say T is a safe matching
definitional tree for symbol f iff one of the following cases holds:

T = branch(π, (o1, T 1
1 , . . . , T 1

k1
), . . . , (on, T n

1 , . . . , T n
kn

)), DPm
R (π) = {o1, . . . , on},

and T 1
1 , . . . , T 1

k1
, . . . , T n

1 , . . . , T n
kn

are total, safe mdt’s.
T = leaf(π, l → r) and l → r ∈ R.
T = or(T1, . . . , Tk), T1, . . . , Tk are safe mdt’s, T1, . . . , Tk−1 are leaves with pat-

tern π, and each rule l → r ∈ leaves(T ) is unique among T1, . . . , Tk.

Note that the matching definitional trees of Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 are safe mdt’s
whereas the two definitional trees of Figure 1 are not. Indeed, it is worth noting
that the construction of safe mdt’s is easily achievable by using the function
DPm

R for branch-nodes and creating or-nodes when a pattern is a redex and also
has demanded positions. Furthermore, there is only one safe mdt per function
symbol, due to the use of DPm

R . Now, we prove that both definitions of natural
rewriting coincide for safe mdt’s.

Theorem 1. Let R = (F , R) be a left-linear CS, f ∈ D, t ∈ T (F ,X ) s.t.
root(t) = f , and Tf be a safe mdt for f . Then, mt(t, Tf ) = m(t).

4.2 Natural Narrowing

The following definition establishes the strategy used in natural narrowing for
allowing narrowing steps.

Definition 11 (Natural narrowing). [9] Given a term t ∈ T (F ,X ) and a
TRS R, mn(t) is defined3 as the smallest set satisfying

mn(t) 3





(Λ, id, l→r) if l → r ∈ R and l ≤ t
(p.q, θ, l→r) if p ∈ DPm

R ∩ PosD(t)and (q, θ, l→r) ∈ mn(t|p)
(p, θ◦σ, l→r) if p ∈ DPm

R .t|p = x ∈ X , c is in the sort of x, σ(x) = c(w),
w are fresh variables, and (p, θ, l→r) ∈ mn(σ(t))

3 This definition is a simplification of that of [9] and differs only in the selection of
demanded positions rooted by defined symbols. Note that both definitions satisfy
the same properties described in [9].
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We say term t narrows by natural narrowing to term s at position p using
substitution σ, denoted by t

m
;{p,l→r,σ} s (or simply t

m
;σ s), if (p, σ, l → r) ∈

mn(t).

Example 16. Continuing Example 12, we have mn(t′) = {2} and, thus, the nat-
ural narrowing sequence B(X,B(F,T,T),F)

m
;id B(X,T,F)

m
;id T

Similarly to the rewriting case, we prove that both definitions of natural
narrowing coincide for safe mdt’s.

Theorem 2. Let R = (F , R) be a left-linear CS, f ∈ D, t ∈ T (F ,X ) s.t.
root(t) = f , and Tf be a safe mdt for f . Then, mnt(t, Tf ) = mn(t).

5 Implementation

In this section, we show that natural rewriting and natural narrowing can be im-
plemented efficiently by reusing modern state-of-the-art compilation techniques
developed for (weakly) outermost-needed rewriting and narrowing. Curry [12]
is a multiparadigm programming language based on weakly outermost-needed
narrowing which combines purely functional programming, purely logic program-
ming, and concurrent (logic) programming in a seamless way. The Curry2Prolog
compiler [6] included into the Curry development system PAKCS [11] is one of the
fastest Curry implementations available nowadays. The following example helps
to understand how the compilation of Curry programs to Prolog [6] works.

Example 17. Consider the TRS of Example 2. Basically, the technique in [6]
translates a function symbol and its associated definitional tree to case ex-
pressions and, then, compiles these case expressions to Prolog. For instance,
Curry2Prolog uses the definitional tree (a) of Figure 1 and translates it to the
following (auxiliary) case expressions, where the constructor symbol 0 is repre-
sented by the constructor symbol z:

M ÷ N = case M of z -> (case N of s(N’) -> z)

s(M’) -> (case N of s(N’) -> s(M’−N’÷ s(N’) ))

Its translation to Prolog according to [6] is as follows:
:- block ÷(?,?,?,-,?).
÷(M,N,Result,Ein,Eout):-hnf(M,HM,Ein,E1),÷ 1(HM,N,Result,E1,EOut).

:- block ÷ 1(?,?,?,-,?).

÷ 1(z,N,Result,Ein,Eout):-hnf(N,HN,Ein,E1),÷ 1 z 2(HN,Result,E1,Eout).

÷ 1(s(M),N,Res,Ein,Eout):-hnf(N,HN,Ein,E1),÷ 1 s 2(HN,M,Res,E1,Eout).

:- block ÷ 1 z 2(?,?,-,?).

÷ 1 z 2(s(N),z,E,E).

:- block ÷ 1 s 2(?,?,?,-,?).

÷ 1 s 2(s(N),M,s(÷(−(M,share(N,EN,RN)),s(share(N,EN,RN)))),E,E).
As is usual in the transformation of functions to predicates, the result of the
function call is included as an extra argument called Result. Since the compu-
tational model of Curry allows concurrent executions of calls, the Curry2Prolog
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compiler introduces block Prolog declarations and arguments Ein and Eout for
each function symbol in order to control whether a function call is suspended or
not (see [6]). Moreover, a call hnf(T,HT,Ein,Eout) is responsible for obtaining
the head normal form HT of a term T. Finally, Curry2Prolog implements the shar-
ing of variables using an extra symbol share. A term share(T,ET,RT) contains
the shared term T, ET (which indicates whether T has already been evaluated),
and RT (which is the result of T).

In this section, we argue that it is possible to use the technique in [6] to trans-
late matching definitional trees and natural rewriting and narrowing strategies
to Prolog. The main difference between a gdt and a mdt is that the latter has
more than one inductive position. Hence, we can use the previous technique for
translating each inductive position and its set of subtrees to Prolog and include
some extra rules when more than one inductive position exist. These extra rules
check sequentially whether each inductive position is constructor-rooted or not
and only start an evaluation if none of the inductive positions are constructor-
rooted (according to Definition 4). These rules use a predicate checkC that
succeeds when its argument is rooted by a constructor symbol. We show how
the translation works in the following example.

Example 18. Consider the TRS in Example 2 and the safe mdt in Example 5
(and Figure 3). We can apply the technique in Example 17 to each part of the root
branch-node driven by an inductive position, and encode the pattern matching
process into an appropriate set of rules (using predicate hnf). Then we add the
necessary rules (using predicate checkC) to provide the behavior associated to
the natural narrowing strategy. Note that no extra rules (using checkC) are
necessary when there exists only one inductive position in a branch-node. The
compilation to Prolog yields:

checkC(A):-var(A),!,fail.

checkC(z).

checkC(s( )).

:- block ÷(?,?,?,-,?).
÷(M,N,Result,Ein,Eout):-checkC(M),!,÷ 1(M,N,Result,Ein,Eout).

÷(M,N,Result,Ein,Eout):-checkC(N),!,÷ 2(N,M,Result,Ein,Eout).

÷(M,N,Result,Ein,Eout):-hnf(M,HM,Ein,E1),÷ 1(HM,N,Result,E1,Eout).

:- block ÷ 1(?,?,?,-,?).

÷ 1(z,N,Result,Ein,Eout):-hnf(N,HN,Ein,E1),÷ 1 z 2(HN,Result,E1,Eout).

÷ 1(s(M),N,Res,Ein,Eout):-hnf(N,HN,Ein,E1),÷ 1 s 2(HN,M,Res,E1,Eout).

:- block ÷ 1 z 2(?,?,-,?).

÷ 1 z 2(s(N),z,E,E).

:- block ÷ 1 s 2(?,?,-,?).

÷ 1 s 2(s(N),M,s(÷(−(M,share(N,EN,RN)),s(share(N,EN,RN)))),E,E).

:- block ÷ 2(?,?,?,-,?).

÷ 2(s(N),M,Res,Ein,Eout):-hnf(M,HM,Ein,E1),÷ 2 s 1(HM,N,Res,E1,Eout).
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Table 1. Runtimes (in ms.) of different calls within Prolog compiled programs

Benchmark Goal PAKCS PAKCS with Natural Narrowing

÷ 10! ÷ 10 26632 27345
⊥ ÷ 0 ∞ 0

6 10! 6 10! 31360 31212

:- block ÷ 2 s 1(?,?,-,?).

÷ 2 s 1(z,N,z,E,E).

÷ 2 s 1(s(M),N,s(÷(−(M,share(N,EN,RN)),s(share(N,EN,RN)))),E,E).
Here, the predicate checkC is used to perform the constructor-rooted test on
all the inductive positions. Note that we do not allow backtracking (using the
Prolog cut !) in the selection of an inductive position and a subtree. Note also
that a simple optimization is directly performed in the previous example: “when
two inductive positions are demanded by the same set of rules, it is sufficient to
evaluate only one of them.” Thus, only position 1 is evaluated when both 1 and
2 are demanded (see the third clause of predicate ÷).

Finally, Table 1 shows that the compiled Prolog code of the natural narrowing
strategy using matching definitional trees does not introduce any appreciable
overhead while providing better computational properties. It shows the average
in milliseconds of 10 executions measured on a Pentium III machine running
RedHat 7.2. The Prolog code for symbol ÷ in the third column corresponds to
the Prolog code in Example 17, whereas the Prolog code for the fourth column
corresponds to the Prolog code in Example 18. However, the Prolog code for
symbol 6 is the same for the third and fourth columns since its mdt is translated
to the same Prolog code as the code produced by [6]. Thus, the execution times
for symbol 6 are similar. Note that the non-terminating symbol ⊥ is defined by
the rule ⊥ = ⊥, and the mark ∞ represents an infinite evaluation sequence.

In future work, we plan to perform more exhaustive experiments.

6 Conclusions

We have provided an extension of the notion of definitional tree, called matching
definitional tree, and a reformulation of natural rewriting and narrowing using
these matching definitional trees. We have proved that both reformulations are
correct w.r.t. to their original definitions. Moreover, we have shown that it is
possible to implement natural rewriting and narrowing efficiently by compiling
to Prolog. Hence, it seems possible to include the natural rewriting and narrowing
strategies into current existing implementations without great effort. This could
encourage programmers to write non-inductively sequential programs, whose
sequential parts could still be executed in an optimal way.

Acknowledgements. I am grateful to Maŕıa Alpuente, Salvador Lucas, and the
anonymous referees for their helpful remarks.
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